An exposed tyrosine on the surface of trimethylamine dehydrogenase facilitates electron transfer to electron transferring flavoprotein: kinetics of transfer in wild-type and mutant complexes.
In wild-type trimethylamine dehydrogenase, tyrosine-442 is located at the center of a concave region on the surface of the enzyme that is proposed to form the docking site for the physiological redox acceptor, electron transferring flavoprotein. The intrinsic rate constant for electron transfer in the reoxidation of one-electron dithionite-reduced wild-type trimethylamine dehydrogenase (modified with phenylhydrazine) by electron transferring flavoprotein was investigated by stopped-flow spectroscopy. Analysis of the temperature dependence of the reaction rate by electron transfer theory yielded values for the reorganizational energy of 1.4 eV and the electronic coupling matrix element of 0.82 cm-1. The role played by residue Tyr-442 in facilitating reduction of ETF by TMADH was investigated by isolating three mutant forms of the enzyme in which Tyr-442 was exchanged for a phenylalanine, leucine, or glycine residue. Rates of electron transfer from these mutants of TMADH to ETF were investigated by stopped-flow spectroscopy. At 25 degrees C, modest reductions in rate were observed for the Y442F (1.4-fold) and Y442L (2.2-fold) mutant complexes, but a substantial decrease in rate (30.5-fold) and an elevated dissociation constant for the complex were seen for the Y442G mutant enzyme. Inspection of the crystal structure of wild-type TMADH reveals that Tyr-442 is positioned along one side of a small cavity on the surface of the enzyme: Val 344, located at the bottom of this cavity, is the closest surface residue to the 4Fe-4S center of TMADH and is likely to be positioned on a major electron transfer pathway to ETF. The reduced electron transfer rates in the mutant complexes are probably brought about by decreases in electronic coupling between the electron transfer donor and acceptor within the complex, either directly or indirectly due to unfavorable change in the orientation of the two proteins with respect to one another.